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“What Scent Are You Wearing this Season?” 

 
As May flowers bring a wonderful scent, as well as a beautiful 
view, to your eyes so does your refreshed unique personality this 
season. 
Just as mother nature produces various scents this season, she 
also provides you with various scents that may arouse and 
encourage others to connect with you or that may cause others to 
reject you. 
 
These various scents are based on your changing attitude which 
may change from day to day or week to week based upon on your 
different reactions to life situations.  

 
The good news is that you possess a unique scent or air (your aura) which is associated 
with your character versus your changing attitude.  Studies define your aura as a distinctive 
and persuasive quality or character; air; atmosphere.  For example, an aura of 
respectability; an aura of friendliness. 
 
The scent of your character or air is based on your consistency. 
Your scent is based on “what” you do and “who” you are long after others have lost interest 
in your ideas or goals. 
 
The scent of your character or air remains constant.  For example, you may be also be 
known for your scent or air of patience, understanding, encouragement, or peace. 
 
 In closing, you have a choice this season to wear a variety of scents from day to day or from 
week to week based upon your changing attitude and reactions to life situations. Your 
inconsistency may cause others to reject your scent and choose not to interact. 
 
You also have a choice to develop your unique scent based upon your character.  With your 
unique scent t(your air; aura) you have the ability to attract and draw others to you with 
your consistency in responding to life situations. 
 
 I wonder………What scent (air) are you wearing this season? 
 
Now. seriously consider your choices for the scent you will wear this season; Imagine the 
impact it will have on others.  I encourage you to choose the latter. 
 
Jumpstart your brain; jumpstart your life! 
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